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You can click here and listen to the book. I'll keep the reading up for about a

week. After that I'll take it down since I did not write the book. After you listen

along with the book, talk to each other about different things you enjoyed

about Monet's art pieces. Then grab the supplies listed below and create your

own masterpiece. I have included step-by-step instructions with photos of

each step. When you are finished make sure to share your masterpieces with

me. Tag me on Instagram or Facebook @kelliwassomart so I can see what you

made!

A Picnic
with
Monet
The book, A Picnic with

Monet, by Julie Merberg and

Suazanne Bober, has been a

favorite of mine over the

years. It introduces some of

Monet's work in a simple

and fun way. This project

will help your child practice

drawing  basic shapes, learn

about a famous artist,

practice painting skills, and

create a beautiful piece of

art they are proud of!
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Thick paper- Card stock/watercolor paper/

construction paper

Paint (You can also use crayons, markers,

watercolors) Blue/light blue, Green, Yellow,

White, and Brown

Paint brushes

Pencil

Sharpie

Water

Cup for water

Paper towels

Paper plates for paint

White & Brown Construction or Card stock

paper (if you plan to pre-cut the sails and boat)

Tarp or plastic to protect surface your child is

painting on

Tape

(If you don't have access to paint a regular

piece of paper will work)

 

 

 

Supplies
Below is a list of basic supplies that you will

need for this project. This project can be

completed with a variety of materials. I have

included substitute supply options in

parentheses. 

Paint-free option: You can select the colors from crayons or markers to complete the painted

areas. You can also use pre cut shapes for the sails and the boat for little ones. If you use pre-

cut shapes you can attach them directly to the wet paint or with glue if you are not using

paint. 



Step-by-step 

1.

Tape down the piece of paper. The paper

should be placed with a vertical layout. Draw

a horizon line. The Horizon line should be

drawn about halfway between the top and

bottom of the paper. 

2.

Next, drawn the sails and the bottom of the

boat. A sail is created by drawing two right

angled triangles. For younger kids, they can

draw one larger triangle with the line down

the center. The boat is created by drawing a

semi-circle under the sails. 

3. 

Now it is time to paint the sky. I like to start with

the sky because you can use the same brush for

the sea when you are finished. Use light blue

paint for the sky. If you child paints over a little of

the sail that is ok! The paint will dry and they can

paint white on top. Older students can use a

variety of blues and white paint to create a more

detailed sky or even add clouds. 
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Step-by-step continued...

4.

Now, grab the dark blue (you could even mix

some green into the blue) and paint the sea.

I like to encourage the artist to grab a little

bit of the light blue paint to stroke into the

sea. It adds a little texture and it is fun for

them to see it blend together. 

5.

If the paint was very thick you might need to

pause and let the piece dry. Or you can take a hair

dryer and dry the paint quickly. Next up is to paint

the sailboats. Grab a smaller brush and fill in the

boats and sails. I want to encourage you to let your

artist paint on their own. You can direct them but

try to not touch the piece. If they make a wacky

mark or the paint goes out of line that is

completely ok!

6.

Next up is creating the reflections in the

water. Use the brush that had brown paint

to add a line under each boat to reflect the

boat in the water. Repeat this same

technique using the white paint.Three small

lines for each sail will work great to illustrate

the sails reflecting in the water.
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Step-by-step continued...
7.

This step will probably be a favorite. Take

the yellow and green paint and let your

child finger paint for a little bit. Let them

use one finger to dip into the paint (this

avoids a hand covered in paint). They can

go back and forth between the green and

yellow. Layer the paint along the horizon

line to represent trees or land. 

8.

Wow! I bet the art piece is already stunning.

Let the piece dry for a while. Once the

paint is dry, take a sharpie and let your

child outline the sails and boats. If you

think the piece looks beautiful without

outlining that is great. Outlining really

helps those projects that need a little extra

defining so the original drawing stands out. 

9.

Congrats! You now have a beautiful art

piece inspired by one of the masters,

Claude Monet. The last step is signing the

piece. I always encourage my students to

sign their work. It helps them take

ownership and have confidence in their

work. 
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"REGATTA AT ARGENTEUIL"
Claude Monet



A few tips: The white sails are not completely white- they have a little yellow

mixed in them to create an off-white appearance. Your student can practice

mixing a variety of colors. The colors in Monet's painting are pretty easy to

achieve even without much color mixing experience. Blue + white will create a

light blue and blue+yellow will create a green that is different from the green

in the tube. This will give some variations in green. You can also add white to

the green to get a lighter shade. When mixing a color with white always add

the dark color in small amounts to white. It is easier to darken white than

lighten a large amount of dark color.

A note for
older
students

Older students or students

that want an extra

challenge can use this

reference drawing to

capture a more realistic

shape for the sailboats and

reflections. They can also

use the reference photo of

the original painting to

match colors and mark

making. 
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Share your work with me!

INSTAGRAM

Post a photo on your Instagram

stories of the art you created with

your children/student and tag me

@kelliwassomart

I'll make sure to reshare it!

FACEBOOK

Post a photo on Facebook of the

art you created with your

children/student and tag me 

@kelliwassomart

WEBSITE

I would love to see the art that

you create with your

children/students. You can email

me at kelliwassomart@gmail.com  

or post on my last blog post here. 
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